Abstract-This article reviews recent developments in selected imaging technologies focused on the cardiovascular system. The techniques covered are: ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM), microSPECT, microPET, near infrared imaging, and quantum dots. Key Words: imaging Ⅲ microPET Ⅲ microSPECT Ⅲ near infrared imaging Ⅲ quantum dots Ⅲ ultrasound imaging
I
maging technology has developed very rapidly over the past decade. In particular, the application of imaging to basic research in medical sciences have moved much of our understanding of cellular and molecular mechanics from the realm of inferred understanding to that of direct observation. [1] [2] [3] Much of the development has been in response to the need to image the genotype-phenotype relationship in genetically altered mice. 4, 5 To perform longitudinal studies in which the development of genotypic features are tracked in the living organism, fast, high-resolution nondestructive imaging methods have been developed that are "tuned" specifically for imaging small animals such as mice. 6 -8 By using each animal as its own control, hypotheses about the onset of disease and the effectiveness of treatment can be tested with many fewer animals than would be required with terminal studies.
In this review, a selected group of imaging methods are reviewed that span preclinical applications in small animals through methods available for patients today. The common theme among the methods described is that exciting new images are produced that have the potential to advance our understanding of cardiovascular disease. Unfortunately, many exciting methods are not discussed, such as bioluminescence, 9 intravascular ultrasound, 10 targeted microbubbles, 11 optical coherence tomography, 12 microCT from vendors such as: SCANCO Medical AG (Switzerland); GE Medical Systems, (Wakeshau Wis); and CTI Molecular Imaging (Knoxville, Tenn). 13 Their omission is simply because of a lack of space.
A recent trend in the development of imaging methods is to move traditional medical imaging techniques into the realm of laboratory science by simply increasing the spatial resolution achievable. This increase in spatial resolution does not come without a cost; usually, the field of view of the image must be decreased, and often the radiation dose is prohibitively high for work in live subjects. Microscopic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of samples in vitro has a long history, 14, 15 as does high resolution computed tomography (CT) of materials. 16 Positron emission tomography (PET) is particularly suited for highresolution in vivo imaging because it has such high tracer detection sensitivity; thus, very small numbers of cells or very low concentrations of tracer can be detected.
Ultrasound Biomicroscopy
The ability to increase the spatial resolution of ultrasound imaging with higher frequency transducers is not a new idea.
High-frequency transducers have been used for such applications as dermatological imaging 17 and intravascular imaging. 10, 18, 19 High-frequency ultrasound imaging also holds promise for assessing microvascular blood flow in vivo. With frequencies in the range of 20 to 60 MHz, the imaging resolution is improved sufficiently to reconstruct dynamic signals from cylindrical volumes on the order of 43 m diameter and 66 m depth, over a field of view of 10 mm (width) and 5 mm (depth). This increased resolution is obtained by the design of highfrequency transducers. 20 These new systems have the ability to follow branching patterns of closely spaced microvessels from 30 m to 100 m in diameter.
Physical Principles of Ultrasound Biomicroscopy
The basic principle of ultrasound imaging is the detection of features within the body as reflecting surfaces for the sound waves transmitted from an oscillating transducer pressed up against the body surface. If high frequency sound waves are used, the wavelengths are shorter yielding a more precise estimate of the distances between reflecting surfaces. One implementation of a high-resolution ultrasound imaging system consists of a 3-dimensional micropositioning scanhead that rasters a transducer over the imaging field (8 mmϫ8 mm). 21, 22 Ultrasound data are collected at equally spaced lines in steps of 10 to 20 m between each line. The selectable frequency range of the scanner (19 to 55 MHz) corresponds to maximum imaging depths of Ϸ15 mm and 5 mm, respectively. The standard transducer used on a specially designed "mouse imager" is a 3-mm diameter 40-MHz center frequency device with a focal length of 6 mm.
For imaging vascular flow, pulsed Doppler processing is used. The ultrasound image is used to identify vessels or cardiac structures. A sample volume is placed interactively by the user on the target structure and the pulsed Doppler system returns the Doppler waveform for that location (after angle correction). The minimum detectable velocity depends on: the Doppler angle, the ratio of blood scatter to tissue scatter, clutter arising from tissue motion, and signal sampling as dictated by the pulse-repetition frequency. The minimum detectable velocity of the mouse imaging system is Ϸ1 mm/s, consistent with blood velocities in the microcirculation.
Applications of Ultrasound Biomicroscopy
An example application of the in vivo ultrasound biomicroscopy is shown in Figure 1a , where images of a developing mouse heart obtained in utero are shown with the corresponding one-dimensional Doppler flow spectra. The images in Figure 1b show the system used for a comprehensive transthoracic cardiac examination in the mouse with anatomical confirmation by MRI. 21, 23 The obvious next step in the development of this imaging method is a true phased array transducer that is capable of performing the "raster" by focusing the beam rapidly across the sample as is currently performed in clinical ultrasound systems. Future applications could include dynamic imaging of vessel wall morphology, longitudinal studies of plaque formation, and real-time guidance of microsurgical interventions in small animals.
Single Photon Emission Tomography for
Small Animal Imaging (microSPECT)
Physical Principles of SPECT
In SPECT imaging, a radionuclide tracer is injected into the blood. It accumulates at different locations in the body depending on the relative perfusion and affinity for the compound containing the radionuclide. The SPECT camera then estimates the relative amount of activity at each position in the body by detecting the emission of gamma rays from a series of angular views. The resolution of the resulting image is dependent on the aperture through which the radiation is detected. For SPECT studies in small experimental animals, the risk of radiation dose is not a significant issue; therefore, increased resolution in the imaging system can be achieved through drastic collimation, such as a pin-hole collimator, which limits each view of the gamma camera to a precise line through the animal. Weber et al 24 -26 have been developing pinhole SPECT systems for over a decade. Also, a cylindrical fixed camera systems with multiple pin-holes has been developed. 27 For this system, there is no need to correct for the center of rotation of the SPECT camera head, and there is obviously better efficiency at capturing the gamma radiation emitted from the subject. This system has recently been shown to accurately images myocardial infarcts in the rat model as shown in Figure 2 . 28 The FASTSPECT system 27-29 comprises two circular arrays of modular gamma cameras. One array has 11 cameras and the other array has 13 cameras. Each modular camera consists of a 10ϫ10 cm NaI(Tl) scintillation crystal (Rexon Components, Inc, Beachwood, Ohio), with an optical light guide leading to four (5ϫ5 cm) photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan). Twenty-four 1-mm-diameter pinholes are drilled in the cylindric aperture; a point source in the center of the field of view was simultaneously projected to the center of each camera. The field of view of the system is 3.0ϫ3.2ϫ3.2 cm and the magnification is a factor of 3.5. The spatial resolution is 1.5 mm, and the sensitivity of the system for a point source in air is 13.3 cps/microCi (0.359 cps/kBq). The benefit of this fixed detector system is that no motion by the aperture or detector is required for acquisition of projection data. Artifacts caused by detector motion or aperture structure are therefore avoided.
Applications of microSPECT
SPECT can be used to determine the region of myocardium at risk by performing a 99m TC-sestamibi injection during coronary ligation, showing the region of reduced blood flow. The resultant size of the infarct can be determined by injection of 99m Tc-sestamibi after release of the ligation. The case in which the 99m Tc-sestamibi is not taken up by the cells corresponds to infarcted tissue. This particular application has been demonstrated by Liu et al. 28 Liu and colleagues showed that the high-resolution fixed detector SPECT system was able to delineate infarct sizes in the rat myocardium with a very high correlation to the TTC staining of those regions. These rats had undergone left coronary ligation for 90 minutes, followed by 30 minutes of reperfusion before an injection of 5 to 10 mCi 99m Tc-sestamibibi into the femoral vein. This creates the possibility of serial imaging of rats that have undergone revascularization therapy, or the evaluation of myocardial protection with drugs. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the SPECT images from four slices versus both the Evans blue and TTC stained slices. The spatial resolution of the SPECT images is clearly sufficient to image the ischemic zone with high precision. Recently, the system has been used with 99m Tcglucarate for sizing myocardial infarcts and measuring differences in washout kinetics depending on the severity of the infarct. 29 The future applications of microSPECT could include serial imaging of infarcts to measure the evolution of the injury zone during different treatment regimes, and gated blood pool studies to acquire simultaneous estimates of ventricular function. Future application of gated studies will also decrease the effect of cardiac motion on the images of the infarction.
PET for Small Animal Imaging (microPET)
PET is a well-established imaging method used to map the distribution of injected radiolabeled tracers within a living organism. PET has been used extensively for imaging cancer, neurological function, and cardiovascular disease. 30 The recent interest in imaging genetically altered mice has lead to the development of high-resolution PET scanners custom designed for small animal imaging. [31] [32] [33] [34] 
Physical Principles of PET
The advantage of PET over SPECT is the improved resolution due to the natural "collimation" provided by the physics. In PET, a "count" is recorded when two 511KeV gamma rays simultaneously trigger detectors on opposite sides of the sample. The line drawn through space between the two detectors gives the only possible locus of points from which the annihilation event could occur releasing the two gamma rays in opposite directions; thus, effective collimation is achieved. The creation of positron emitters that attach to biologically active molecules allows PET to probe the functional biochemistry of the living organism.
Imaging System Design
Tai et al have recently described a new high resolution PET designed to image small animals. This system uses for its detectors 14ϫ14 grids of lutetium oxyorthosilicate crystals spaced at 1.15-mm spacings. Each of these detectors is arranged 3-deep in a ring that has a diameter of 16 cm (30 detectors circumferentially ϫ3 axially), with a 4.9-cm field of view (FOV) in the axial direction. The details of the system are given in reference 34.
The image resolution of this scanner was measured with a 0.5-mm small source, moved to different offsets from the center of the field of view. At the center the resolution (full width at half max) was (0.86 mmϫ0.83 mmϫ1.25 mm, (radialϫtangentialϫaxial directions), whereas at a radial offset of 2 cm the resolution was (1.97 mmϫ1.22 mmϫ1.50 mm). The volumetric image resolution was found to depend strongly on the reconstruction algorithm used and averaged 1.1 mm (1.4 L) across the central 3 cm of the transaxial FOV when using a statistical reconstruction algorithm with accurate system modeling. 35, 36 It was found that different scanner settings were required for different sized animal (ie, mouse versus rat). 37 
Applications of microPET
The imaging of gene expression is of particular interest with the recent developments of localized genetic therapies for the treatment of ischemia and infarction. 38 -41 Gambhir and colleagues have demonstrated the ability to image local expression of a herpes simplex virus type 1 mutant thymidine kinase (HSV1-sr39tk) as a PET reporter gene using 9-(4-[18F]-fluoro-3 hydroxymethylbutyl) guanine ([18F]-FHBG) as a PET reporter probe in the rat heart. 42, 43 The HSV1-sr39tk gene encodes for a mutant thymidine kinase enzyme that phosphorylates and accumulates [18F]-FHBG inside the cell. Using a microPET system for small animals this accumulation can be localized and quantified. Figure 3 shows microPET images of a rat 4 days after the intramyocardial injection of Ad-CMV-HSV1-sr39tk. There is focal cardiac [18F]-FHBG activity at the site of injection, and this activity is well-localized when superimposed on the [13N]-NH3 grayscale images. Using microPET, the level of expression can be quantified in serial studies in the same animals. 44 This has obvious implications for the development and tuning of expression profiles in genetic therapy.
For this particular application, PET offers a distinct sensitivity advantage over other imaging methods. PET has extremely high sensitivity and can therefore resolve very small numbers of reporter probes (10 Ϫ12 mol/L). This is important for imaging agents that have low transduction efficiency or for gene delivery vectors that have weak promoters.
PET will always be helped by a well-registered anatomical image to pinpoint the location of the activation measured with the PET detector. Secondly, precise attenuation correction in the PET reconstruction algorithm can be incorporated using CT images. This has lead to the development of co-linear PET/CT scanners, which are commercially available. 45 Such systems and PET/MRI counterparts will likely be essential in answering important questions about the relationship of recovered function to local therapy delivery. For example, with PET/MRI coregistered data it would be possible to measure the local increase in function at locations of stem cell homing.
Near Infrared Fluorescence Imaging Physical Principles of Near Infrared Imaging
Fluorescent dyes are a mainstay for isolating structures in modern optical microscopy. Fluorescent dyes can also be used as a contrast agent in optical imaging to make selected structures, such as vessels, "glow" in a dark background. Near Infrared (NIR) (700 to 1000 nm) light has been used for biomedical imaging due to the relatively low absorption of hemoglobin (Hb) and water at these wavelengths. Development of contrast agents that fluoresce in this range allows real-time imaging of both morphology and function of the tissue. Frangioni and colleagues have developed a method for obtaining images of vessels and myocardial perfusion after the injection of NIR fluorophores on the exposed surface of the heart. 46 -48 In this way, the advantages of improved depth of penetration for IR versus visible light are achieved while using an agent to isolate morphology such as vessels, and measure physiological function, such as perfusion.
Imaging System Design
In this imaging method the heptamethine indocyanine-type NIR fluorophores IR-786, and the carbolylic acid from of IRDye78 (IRDye78-CA) were injected intravenously as perfusion and intravascular contrast agents respectively. The IR-786 partitions into mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum and is thus used as a marker of tissue perfusion. The IRDye78-CA is a highly charged derivative of IR-786 that can be used to visualize the vessels. No apparent acute toxicity was observed with these agents at the doses required to visualize function; however, at high doses IR-786 may have caused arrhythmia during ischemia.
NIR excitation was via a custom 771 nm, 250 mW laser diode system at a fluence rate of 50 mW/cm 2 . White light excitation was via a 150 mW halogen lamp, depleted of wavelengths Ͼ700 nm. An Orca ER NIR camera was used to obtain a 640ϫ480 pixel field of view.
Applications of NIR Fluoroscopic Imaging
The principal application for this imaging technique is intraoperative visualization of blood flow and perfusion. Figure 4 shows an example from Nakayama et al 47 Taggart and colleagues have used a commercially developed NIR imaging system (Novadaq Technologies, Toronto, Canada) to detect early graft failure after coronary artery bypass grafting in humans. 49 This is a common cause of morbidity and mortality and is of particular concern in off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting.
The SPY system by Novadaq is based on fluorescence of Indocyanine Green when exposed to near infrared light after a direct 1-mL bolus venous injection. The vessels stand out in stark contrast to the background tissue and the images can be used to monitor the existence of flow in real-time. The usefulness of this method was demonstrated by the detection of graft failure in 5% of patients who were studied; surgical revision to correct the graft was undertaken in these cases. Figure 5 shows an example of an anastomosis that had to be taken down and reconstructed when it was discovered that flow to the distal LAD was impeded. It is clear that this technology will have applications in many vascular surgical applications outside the heart. Also, the ability to monitor the change in perfusion during the procedure allows investigators to probe precise relationships between perfusion deficits and electrical function of the myocardium with mapping techniques.
Near Infrared Spectroscopic Imaging Physical Principles of NIR spectroscopic imaging
Near-infrared spectroscopy has been used for a long time to measure blood oxygenation, usually in a fingertip, or an earlobe. A source of light at two wavelengths, say 650 nm and 805 nm, is used to illuminate a volume of tissue. The amount of absorption of the light at each frequency is dependent on the level of oxygen saturation of the hemoglobin in the blood because of the different absorption spectra of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin. The simple two-point estimate of the absorption spectrum is enough to obtain the level of oxygenation.
Nighswander-Rempel and colleagues 50 have proposed a method for obtaining spatially localized estimates of blood oxygenation using imaging. Similarly, Torricelli and colleagues have measured calf muscle oxygenation and hemoglobin content during exercise. 51 
Imaging System Design
To make maps of the relative IR absorption spectra, a simple camera imaging system can be used. In the approach used by Nighswander-Rempel et al 50 an IR-sensitive 512ϫ512 backilluminated charged coupled device element and 14/16-bit ST-138 analog to digital converter run in 14-bit mode (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ) were used with a Nikon Micro AF60 lens to make a 2D IR "spectral camera." To sample different spectral bands of 7-nm width, a liquid crystal tuneable filter (Cambridge Research Instruments, Woburn, Mass) was mounted to the camera lens, providing an adjustable passband between 650 and 1050 nm. By scanning through different wavelengths, a 3-dimensional image can be reconstructed with spatial coordinates in two dimensions and spectral information in the third dimension. Using the spectral information, images can be computed that are maps depicting the relative concentrations of deoxy-(HbϩMb) and oxy-(HbϩMb) at each point in the entire heart. (Mb is myoglobin, spectrally indistinguishable from hemoglobin).
Applications of NIR Spectroscopic Imaging
To demonstrate the ability of the system to image the oxygenation state of cardiac tissue, isolated pig hearts were imaged before and during occlusion of the left anterior descending artery. The hearts were illuminated with quartz halogen floodlights. NIR reflectance images were acquired from a reference standard (Kodak Gray Card) and also from the exposed surface of the heart. The spectroscopic images were created from 41 individual 10-nm band images between 650 and 1050 nm. The acquisition of the image over the entire spectrum took 5 minutes. Figure 6a shows changes in the deoxy(Hb-Mb) concentration for three tissue states: normal perfusion, during LAD occlusion, and during recovery. The region of high deoxy(Hb-Mb) is highlighted extremely well. In Figure 6b the decrease in oxy(HbMb) is shown during the same perfusion states as Figure 6a . It is envisioned that this type of image will be useful in the operating room during revascularization to get a precise, quantitative measurement of the effect of the renewed blood flow.
Quantum Dots
Imaging fluorophores in the cell has been the major advance in biological microscopy in the past 20 years. Whereas a number of techniques use the property of photobleaching to tag populations of fluorophores in the cell, photobleaching also limits the amount of imaging that can be performed. Imaging multiple fluorophores in a single sample can be difficult due to the requirement for an individual excitation for each fluorophore and the existence of overlapping emission spectra from the multiple fluorophores. The recent introduction of inorganic fluorophores, which are small semiconductor crystals called quantum dots (QDs), has provided a new source of fluorescence without these limitations. [52] [53] [54] These are now commercially available from companies such as Quantum Dot Corp (Hayward, Calif).
Physical Principles of QDs
QDs are semiconductor crystals that range in size from 2 to 5 nm in diameter (approximately the same size as Green Fluorescent Protein). The emission spectrum of the QD is determined by its diameter; the larger the QD, the longer the wavelength of the emission. The excitation spectrum of these QDs is very broad, and the emission spectrum has a relatively narrow full width at half max of 20 to 40 nm. Almost the entire emission spectrum can be collected, due to the fact that the overlap with the excitation spectrum is small. Also, QDs are able to fluoresce for many hours under constant 50 mW excitation, whereas organic fluorophores photobleach after tens of minutes under the same exposure. Because QDs are not susceptible to chemical degradation in the cell, they can be used to label cells for longitudinal studies, and multiple species of QDs can be imaged simultaneously. They have Figure 6 . A, Images showing the changes in deoxy-(HbϩMb) concentration for the anterior side of the isolated pig heart during normal perfusion, LAD arterial occlusion and reperfusion. All color coded pixels have deoxy-(HbϩMb) levels that are above those levels seen at normal perfusion on the left. For the colorcoded pixels red indicates relatively higher deoxy-(HbϩMb) levels than blue pixels. (Figure reproduced with permission from Nighswander-Rempel et al. 50 ) B, Images showing the changes in oxy-(HbϩMb) concentration for the anterior side of the isolated pig heart during normal perfusion, LAD arterial occlusion and reperfusion. All color-coded pixels have oxy-(HbϩMb) levels that are below those levels seen at normal perfusion on the left. For the color-coded pixels red indicates relatively higher oxy-(HbϩMb) levels than blue pixels. (Figure reproduced with permission from Nighswander-Rempel et al. 50 ) been shown to remain fluorescent for up to 4 months in vivo. 55 
Applications of QDs
Whole body images of 6-to 12-week-old nude mice were obtained by illuminating the animal with 200 W excitation after a tail vein injection of QDs conjugated with methoxy-or carboxy-terminated poly(ethylene glycol) amine (mPEG-750 QDs) at the concentration of 20 pmol/g (animal weight). 55 Bandpass filters of 20 nm were used to collect images for 200 ms through 5 s to bracket the dynamic range of intensities. A sample image 1 minute after injection of the mPEG-750 QDs is shown in Figure 7 .
Water-soluble cadmium selenide-zinc sulfide QDs have been used as a fluorescence angiography probe by imaging capillaries deep within the skin of the mouse with multi-photon excitation after a tail vein injection. 56 The vessels were clearly depicted hundreds of microns deep below the skin surface. High resolution line scans across these capillaries were used to measure capillary flow to be Ϸ10 m/s. This is shown in Figure 8 .
Toward immunohistochemical applications, ZnS-capped CdSe QDs have been conjugated to streptavidin and a monoclonal anti-body for the CA125 antigen in cellular and whole tissue samples. 57 Also, to test the effect of QD labeling on cell behavior, Voura et al 58 injected tumor cells labeled with QDs into mice, and the extravasation of those cells into lung tissue was measured. The cells labeled with the QD behaved precisely the same as the cells without the QD particles. In addition, five different populations of cells labeled with different QDs were tracked simultaneously. Recently, Kim et al have shown the use of water soluble NIR QDs for marking lymph nodes to be resected. 59 Morgan et al have shown NIR QDs for real-time angiographic imaging and pharmacokinetics in the mouse. 60 The challenges that lie ahead for using QDs to track individual cells is the conjugation of the QDs with a host of biological molecules 61 and the efficient introduction of the QDs into cells.
Summary
Although a relatively limited number of cardiovascular imaging applications were covered in this article, it is clear that the technology in this field continues to develop at an ever-increasing pace. With the advent of new contrast agents, such as fluorophores, QDs, and PET tracers, the techniques described herein will become an essential part of the experimental cardiovascular laboratory. 
